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Identifying the skills and qualities developed from your international 
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REFLECTION WORKSHEET 

 
From My International Experience… 
 

1. I can identify a change in myself – my values, outlook, attitude and/or abilities: 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
2. I experienced new cultures. One strategy that was really helpful in learning how to interact with 

people from another culture was: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

3. I have clarified what is important to me – who I am, who I want to be, and what I want to 
accomplish. For instance… 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
4. I had to learn how to adapt. One change that was really hard for me to adapt to in my host 

culture was: 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
5.  I gained a greater perspective on global issues. One social issue (local or global) that I learned 
more about is… 

 



 

 

What have I gained from my experience? 
 
Cultural Understanding and World View: 
As a result of my international experience(s), I have developed: 

 A greater knowledge about another culture 

 Awareness of political, economic or social events around the world 

 My interest in global or transnational issues 

 My involvement with a global issue 

 My involvement with a civic cause 

 A definition of my political views 

 My ability to speak a foreign language 
 
Personal Growth and Values 
My international experience(s) have helped me to grow and develop: 

 My desire for more diverse friendships and social networks 

 My desire to further my education (e.g., postgraduate degree) 

 A better understanding of myself and my values 

 My sense of confidence in new situations or when meeting new people 

 My ability to accept differences in other people 

 My ability to empathize with people, especially those who are different from me 

 My ability to be more flexible and open-minded 

 My tolerance of ambiguity in a variety of situations 

 An understanding of my own strengths and weaknesses 

 My ability to be independent 

 My ability to take initiative 
And, I have: 

 Become more aware of the way I use and structure time 

 An increased capacity to profit from my mistakes 

 Strengthened relationships with my family members 

 Strengthened relationships with my friends 

 A clearer notion of what I will do with my life 
Additionally: 

 I am more capable of solving life‟s day-to-day problems 

 I think more critically: I am more discriminating and skeptical 

 I have improved observation skills 

 I need more time to be alone 

 I am more confident about the decisions I make 

 Recognized the importance I put on developing my skills and talents 

 An increased willingness to work hard and sacrifice in order to do well in school or in my job 
 
Professional & Career Development  
Studying Abroad contributed to: 

 My ability to formulate my career goals and clarify my professional aspirations 

 I am more aware of the opportunities in life that are open to me. 

 Developing skills and intercultural competencies which will aid in obtaining my first job after graduation  

 I have a greater willingness to take on roles and tasks to which I am unaccustomed 

 The importance I place on working in a field that I find interesting 

 The importance I place on having personal fulfillment in my work 

 My ability to speak a foreign language in the workplace 

 Developing my ability to understand an organization‟s culture 

 My ability to adapt in diverse workplace environments 

 Other things that you want to list:



 

 

CAREER PROFILE SUMMARY WORKSHEET 

 
 
 
Name of targeted position/job function 
 
 
Type of organization(s):  
 
 
Skill necessary by successful people in targeted position: 
 

 
 
 
Qualities possessed by successful people in targeted position: 
 

 
 
 
A typical day in the life of a person in a targeted position: 
 
Activity           % time spent 
 

 
 

Instructions: 
1. Complete one summary worksheet for each position or job function you are 

experiencing. 
2. This information can vary significantly from organization to organization, 

even within the same function. 



 

 

POSSIBLE OUTCOMES OF AN INTERNATIONAL EXPERIENCE 

 
SKILLS 
 

 Establish rapport quickly 

 Function with a high level of ambiguity 

 Achieve goals despite obstacles 

 Take initiative and risks 

 Time management skills 

 Identify and solve problems 

 Accept responsibility 

 Communicate despite barriers 

 Learn quickly 
 

 Handle stress/difficult situations 

 Manage/Organize 

 Lead formal and/or informal groups 

 Cope with rejection, criticism, constructive 
feedback 

 Adapt to new environments 

 Understand an organization‟s culture 

 Learn through listening and observing

QUALITIES 
 

 Self-reliance 

 High energy/enthusiasm 

 Appreciation of diversity 

 Perseverance 

 Flexibility 

 Tolerance/open-minded 

 Assertiveness 

 Inquisitiveness 
 

 Self-confidence 

 Self-knowledge 

 Independence

WHAT SKILLS DID YOU USE ABROAD? 

 

 Manual/Machine (build, construct, fix, operate, run, drive, or make) 
 

 Research (research, experiment, observe, classify, study, or investigate) 
 

 Problem Solve (analyze, evaluate, diagnose, problem solve, adapt, improve, or strategize) 
 

 Synthesize (conceptualize, integrate, theorize, or formulate) 
 

 Artistic (draw, shape, compose, arrange, or display) 
 

 Creative (envision, develop, design, create, innovate, or improvise) 
 

 Written Communication (write, edit, summarize, clarify, or explain) 
 

 Helping/Serving (help, assist, interview, nurse, nurture, or serve) 
 

 Consult/Counsel (coach, counsel, advise, or consult) 
 

 Instruct (instruct, teach, train, demonstrate, translate, explain or interpret) 
 

 Sell/Market (motivate, persuade, sell, influence, convince, promote, advocate, lobby, or publicize) 
 

 Lead/Manage (lead, manage, direct supervise, or facilitate) 
 

 Decision-Making (decide, resolve, select, negotiate, or arbitrate) 
 

 Perform (perform, present, entertain, represent, or model) 
 

 Implement (execute, implement, administer, control, schedule, or follow-through) 
 

 Organize (plan, organize, coordinate, or systemize) 
 

 Numerical/Financial (calculate, compute, budget, estimate or appraise) 
 

 Detail/Precision (attend to details, copy, inspect, precision work, proofreading, collecting) 
 



 

 

FOCUSED INTERVIEWING (…also known as Behavioral Interviewing) 
 
When answering interview questions, recruiters are looking for concise, but descriptive responses.  Focused 
interviewing techniques are often used by interviewers to draw out information from the candidate.  If you are 
able to respond with a “STAR,” your responses will be concise and descriptive and the interview session will 
proceed more effectively. 
 
What is a STAR? 
 
S – Describe the specific setting or situation for which the experience took place.  

 
Example: While studying abroad in Germany, I found that my coursework was extremely different from 
what I was accustomed to at the University of Minnesota. I was used to having assignments due 
throughout the semester, but for my German courses the entire grade was based on the final with no 
accountability beforehand. 
 

T – Describe the specific task or project related to the skill sought. 
 

Example: During that semester, I was taking a full load of coursework for my major, and I was really 
motivated to do well during my semester abroad. I knew I had to figure out a way to stay on top of all 
the information I was learning because it would be impossible to do well at the end of the semester if I 
left studying all to the end.  

 
A – Describe the specific steps or actions you took to complete the task or project. 
 

Example: I had to act as a self-starter, and I set out a structured study plan for myself for the entire 
semester. I formed small study groups with about 4-5 classmates for each of my classes, and we‟d 
meet over coffee once a week.  
 

R – Describe the results or outcomes resulting from the actions taken. 
 

Example: I developed strong time management skills because of the new type of academic setting I 
experienced in Germany. Because I kept up with my study plan throughout the semester, I ended up 
earning A‟s and B‟s in my classes, and I was able to keep my stress level down before final exams. 

 
This is a typical STAR answer.  It could be the answer to, “Give me an example of an accomplishment you are 
proud of.”  If someone asked, “What‟s your greatest skill?” you might answer, “I believe I can set goals and 
meet them,” and then give a story like the one above.  Or, if the interviewer says, “Why should we hire you?” 
you can respond, “I am a good problem solver, for instance…” and give an example like the one above. 
 
Can you see how having an example like this gives you more credibility than if you merely state “I can set 
goals and meet them,” or “I am a problem solver?” 
 
The interview is your chance to speak to you qualities and qualifications; knowing what you want to say before 
you even enter the interviewer‟s office can be a helpful tool in assuring that you‟ll be able to do that.  Having 
some STAR stories prepared in advance can help you be sure you don‟t believe until the employer knows all 
you want him or her to about who you are and what you have to offer his or her organization 

 
 
See additional examples on page 8.  
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

SAMPLE STORY #1 
 
I learned how to take initiative and problem-solve in in a class I took abroad in England.   The format was very 
different from what I was used to in the States.  There was no syllabus and we received a very long reading list 
instead.   There were mostly lectures given and not much discussion or interaction. 
 
At first I was really worried because it‟s not how I was used to learning.   But instead of panicking, I tried to 
examine the differences from a more „outside‟ perspective.   I realized that if the British students managed in 
this system, I likely could as well. 
 
I figured out that by asking my classmates a few questions about what was expected of us, by identifying and 
focusing on several of the key texts the instructor referenced and by committing to study time each week even 
though I wasn‟t required to submit any work, I could keep up and succeed in the course.   The final exam was 
a bit daunting, but I ended up doing quite well in the course.   I realize now that I not only learned a lot about 
the subject area, but about my own learning styles and my ability to take initiative and succeed when 
challenged as well. 
 
Note:  Showing cultural respect is important.   Note how this story doesn‟t log any complaints about the system 
abroad.   It speaks respectfully, in descriptive terms about the differences. 
 
 
SAMPLE STORY #2 
 
I lived in a homestay during my semester in Spain.   From this situation, I learned how to consider and respect 
different viewpoints and that it is possible to become very close to people with very different opinions than my 
own.    
 
At first, it was a bit of a strain to communicate fully with just about anyone in the household.   The host mother 
was sweet and used a lot of sign language with me.   My host sister did speak a bit of English, but it was my 
host father who wanted to talk the most with me, and at first I was very challenged by my developing language 
skills.    
 
Even more challenging was that he wanted to engage me in discussions on world politics, especially about 
U.S. foreign policy.   He wasn‟t happy about the U.S. influence in the world and asked me questions that 
honestly, I wasn‟t prepared to answer. 
 
I felt so ignorant with my limited language skill and by not knowing the specifics about the foreign policies of my 
own country.  I faced this challenge head-on:   I made a point to read the Spanish newspaper each day so that 
I could acquire both the knowledge and the vocabulary.   Over time, I got pretty good at being able to engage 
in discussion with him.   We had quite different viewpoints on a number of things, but his approach was not to 
insult but to challenge me respectfully.  
 
I respect him for this, and I am grateful for the opportunity to see political discourse as an exercise in learning 
and not demeaning anyone.   I am very close with everyone in my homestay and am still in touch with them. 

 
Note:   Carefully consider whether you think it‟s a good idea to reveal your political party preferences in a job 
interview.  This story does not „call‟ either point of view by a name.   While perhaps the listener could speculate 
on the political orientation of the storyteller, it still leaves room for ambiguity.     
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

PREPARING “STARS” FOR YOUR INTERVIEW 
 
Skills/Traits        STAR 

 
1. S: 

 
T: 
 
A: 
 
R: 

 
 

2. S: 
 
T: 
 
A: 
 
R: 
 
 

3. S: 
 
T: 
 
A: 
 
R: 

 
 

4. S: 
 
T: 
 
A: 
 
R: 

 
 

5. S: 
 
T: 
 
A: 
 
R: 

 
 



 

 

DESIRED SKILLS – ENTRY LEVEL JOBS 
 

 Communication skills 
 

 Interpersonal skills 
 

 Teamwork skills 
 

 Flexibility/Adaptability 
 

 Initiative/Work Ethic 
 

 Analytical skills 
 

 Detail-Oriented  
 

 Leadership skills 
 

 Technical skills 
 
CROSS CULTURAL SKILLS 
This list shows a skill set that includes some very likely to be developed from an international experience . . . 
students can determine what overlaps with their own skills and what employers are looking for, etc. 
 

 Tolerance for Ambiguity         
 

 Sense of Humor 
 

 Warmth in Human Relationships 
 

 Motivation 
 

 Self-Reliance 
 

 Low goal/Task orientation         
 

 Strong Self-Awareness 
 

 Tolerance of Differences 
 

 Open-Mindedness          
 

 Perceptiveness 
 

 Non-judgmentalness        
 

 Empathy          
 

 Communicativeness        
 

 Ability to Fail 
 

 Flexibility/Adaptability        
 

 Curiosity     



 

 

HOW TO DEFINE A “HEALTHY” CAREER 

 

 Heart - Occupational expertise 
 

 Circulatory System – A wide, deep network of contacts 
 

 Muscle Groups - Versatility in contributing your expertise 
 

 Flexibility & Range of Motion  - Willingness to adapt 
 

 Work With Winners -  Successful organizations and coworkers aid and abet your ability to accomplish 
your career goals, enabling you to grow on the job and developing useful professional/lifetime 
connections 
 

 Stretch Your Soul - A healthy career not only serves you, it serves others, as well. A personal 
commitment to doing some of your best work as good works for your community, your country and/or 
your planet is the most invigorating form of work/life balance. It regenerates your pride in what you do 
and your enthusiasm for doing it. 
 

 Pace Yourself - Discipline yourself and your boss to set aside time to recharge your passion and 
capacity for work.    Adapted from Peter Weddle‟s “Career Fitness” 
 

 

HOW TO MARKET YOUR SKILLS 

 

 Resume and Cover Letter 

 Informational interviewing 

 LinkedIn (or other social media) 

 Professional associations / conferences 

 The employment interview 

 Community service 

 Blogging 

 Networking 
 


